Saturday, October 12, 2013

1. “Global Approaches to Preventing Infections in the ART laboratory: From Theory to Practice” - INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF FERTILITY SOCIETIES (IFFS) - Deborah J. Anderson, Ph.D. (CME)


3. “Complications of ART: In Search of a Happy Ending” – NURSES PROFESSIONAL GROUP (NPG) – Angela Smith, N.P., Chair, Tamara Tobias, A.R.N.P., Co-Chair (NPWH)


5. “A Simplified Risk-free IVF Without Compromising Outcome” – MIDDLE EAST FERTILITY SOCIETY (MEFS) – Mohamed Aboulghar, M.D. [CME, ACOG]


7. “Ultrasound Imaging in ART” – IMAGING IN REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP/AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ULTRASOUND IN MEDICINE (IRMSIG/AIUM) – Laurel Stadtmauer, M.D., Ph.D., Todd Deutch, M.D. [CME, ACOG, AIUM]


10. “New Families on Trial” – MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL GROUP (MHPG) Andrea Mechanick Braverman, Ph.D. [APA, NASW]

12. “Endometrium and Embryo Cross-Talk: How to Predict and Achieve Implantation Success” – EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR HUMAN REPRODUCTION AND EMBRYOLOGY (ESHRE) – Antonis Makrigiannakis, M.D., Ph.D. [CME, ACOG, PEER]


Sunday, October 13, 2013

14. “PCOS: Caring for a Woman Over Her Lifetime” – SOCIETY FOR REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY AND INFERTILITY (SREI) – Kurt T. Barnhart, M.D., M.S.C.E.

15. ” Bridging the Gap Between Science and Clinical Care in Endometriosis-Related Infertility” – ENDOMETRIOSIS SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (ENDoSIG) – Hugh S. Taylor, M.D. [CME, ACOG]

16. “Leiomyomata: Clinical Updates, Research Developments and Disparities in Disease, Outcomes and Access to Care” – FIBROID SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (FibroidSIG) HEALTH DISPARITIES SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (HDSIG) – Gloria Richard-Davis, M.D., Ayman Al-Hendy, M.D., Ph.D. [CME, ACOG]

17. “Cryobiology, Cryophysics and Quality Control Concerns of Gamete, Embryo and Tissue Vitrification” – SOCIETY OF REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGISTS AND TECHNOLOGISTS (SRBT) – Charles L. Bormann, Ph.D., Marybeth Gerrity, Ph.D., M.B.A. [CME, PEER]

18. “Early Life Toxicant Exposures and Adult Reproductive Disorders: A Potential Role for Nutritional Intervention in Both Sexes” – ENVIRONMENT AND REPRODUCTION SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (ERSIG) NUTRITION SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (NutriSIG) – Kevin G. Osteen, Ph.D., H.C.L.D. [CME]

19. “Ultrasound Imaging in Reproductive Medicine: A Practical Approach” – IMAGING IN REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP /AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ULTRASOUND IN MEDICINE (IRMSIG/AIUM) – Laurel Stadtmauer, M.D., Ph.D. [CME, ACOG, AIUM]

20. “Global Family Planning: The Key to Achieving Millennium Development Goals” – CONTRACEPTION SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (CSIG) – Alison Edelman, M.D., M.P.H. [CME, ACOG]

22. “The Significance, Implications and Heritability of Male Infertility as a Disease” – SOCIETY FOR MALE REPRODUCTION AND UROLOGY (SMRU) – Paul J. Turek, M.D. [CME, ACOG, PEER]


25. “Managing Menopause...with Fingers on the Pulse and Eyes on the Future” – MENOPAUSE SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (MSIG) – Lubna Pal, M.B.B.S., M.S. [CME, ACOG]
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